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So much more than a key or locking mechaniSm

iLOQ locking solutions are self-powered 
maintenance free systems. The power needed 
to open the lock is generated by the motion of 
inserting the key into the lock cylinder or from 
your smartphone. There’s no need for battery 
replacement minimizing maintenance costs and 
the impact on the environment.

 ● Mechanically identical and reusable, 
iLOQ S5 keys can be quickly and easily 
reprogrammed with new access rights.

 ● Made from durable stainless steel, iLOQ S5 
keys are robust and operate reliably in harsh 
conditions in a temperature range of -40℃ up 
+70℃

 ● iLOQ S5 keys have AES-256-bit encryption. 
This Advanced Encryption Standard is used 
worldwide to protect confidential data.

 ● The digital key is also an important component 
in iLOQ’s device-to-device network. It allows 
2-way communication between locks and keys 
to keep access rights information up to date.

 ● With the iLOQ S50, never lose your keys again; 
your smartphone securely allows you access.

iLOQ cylinders are not just a locking mechanism. 
They contain a wealth of information about access 
rights. The cylinder is an important component in 
iLOQ’s device-to-device network. It allows 2-way 
communication between locks and keys to quickly 
and easily share information related to access 
rights changes, time limitations and blocked keys.

 ● Due to their standard size, iLOQ cylinders are 
easy to install. There’s no need to modify 
existing doors.

 ● Mechanically identical and reusable, 
iLOQ cylinders can be quickly and easily 
reprogrammed with new access rights.

 ● The cylinders use powerful AES-256 encrypted 
communication to keep your data safe.

 ● The cylinders have an event log which keeps 
a record of the last 500 key insertions. This 
makes it easy to track down and prevent 
misuse.

 ● Information concerning all lost or missing keys 
that are blocked can be communicated to the 
cylinders. 500 individual lost keys per zone 
can be blocked.

 ● A range of optional features are available by 
using connectors. For example, connection 
to the iLOQ Online system for remote 
management, and connection to an external 
battery enabling time functions.

iLOQ has been leading the way 
in smarter access management 
for almost 20 years with 

over 2 million keys 
and 1 million cylinders 
delivered.



remote acceSS management made eaSy with iloq online

huge SyStem capacity

iLOQ Online provides fast and easy remote 
access management of your locking system.

The all-in-one iLOQ RFID/PIN/Bluetooth and NFC 
reader allows frequently used doors to be opened 
with a variety of devices such as the iLOQ S5 key, 
an iLOQ S50 fob, an RFID tag, an NFC-enabled 
Bluetooth phone or with a PIN code. Time-
restricted PIN codes can easily be assigned to 
external users of the building.
iLOQ Online can be used for single-door access 
points or as a wired multi-door solution. With the 
single-door access point, the connection to iLOQ’s 
cloud-based access-management software - iLOQ 
Manager - is a Plug & Play system. The connection 
uses 4G wireless internet technologies.
With the multi-door solution, connection to iLOQ 
Manager uses the TCP/IP communication protocol. 
The devices in the locking system are conveniently 
connected across a physical network. Additional 
locking and access control features include:

Easy opening of doors by just holding the key against a reader
Opening of doors using a PIN code
Door status monitoring
Remote management of wired iLOQ cylinders
Calendar functions for electric locks

Keys per locking system:    Up to 2,000,000
Locks per locking system:    Up to 1,000,000
Access rights in the system:   2,000,000
Keys that can be blocked:    Up to 500 per zone
Key owners per locking system:   Unlimited
Installed client apps per locking system:  Unlimited
Administrators per locking system:  Up to 1,000
Administration zones per locking system: Up to 1,000
Lock audit trail capacity:    16,000 latest events
System event log capacity:   16,000



it’S good to talk - device to device communication

Always up-to-date

A major benefit of iLOQ locking solutions is the ability for device-
to-device (D2D) communication. This advanced feature allows 
a vast amount of data to be updated over iLOQ Online and then 
shared between readers, keys and locks in a building.
Data is updated every time a door is opened. Information, such 
as access rights, time limitations and lists of blocked keys, is 
quickly shared between the devices before the door is unlocked.
An event log can also be shared between the devices and 
reported back to the iLOQ Manager software over iLOQ Online.

With all devices connected and communicating 
with each other, iLOQ locking solutions ensure that 
access rights are continually kept up to date. 
It reduces administration by removing the need to 
manually import or export data to locks or keys on-
site using a programming device, not to mention it 
eliminates the hassle involved with mechanical 
locking systems when, for example, a key gets 
lost. It also minimizes the expenditure associated 
with system wiring and drives down lifecycle costs.

iLOQ capitalizes on new 
opportunities offered by 
digitalization and the internet of 
things to provide added value 
for customers



Security in the digital ecoSyStem

iLOQ’s standard, open application programming 
interface (API) allows integration with modern 
information  sharing and customer personal databases.

iLOQ locking solutions are part of a digital ecosystem and are fully equipped to securely integrate 
with the internet of things. iLOQ Manager and iLOQ Online collect and send real-time audit trails 

automatically to the cloud.

Data security

 ● ISO27001:2015 
certified cloud 
server

 ● TLS-protected 
client-server 
communications 
(separate encryption 
of data)

 ● Database server 
isolated from 
the internet 
(communications 
through web server)

Key security

 ● iLOQ S5 keys 
have AES-256-
bit encryption. 
The Advanced 
Encryption 
Standard is used 
worldwide to 
protect confidential 
data.

Distributed security

 ● Physical 
Programming 
Token required for 
security-critical 
programming of 
keys and locks

Phone security

 ● Device identity 
ensured by strong 
PKI-based (Public 
Key Infrastructure) 
authentication

 ● Mutual 
authentication 
between key and 
lock (AES256 
encrytped)

 ● State-of-the-art 
App protection 
from malware and 
misuse



ONE  KEY
TO OPEN 

ANY LOCK

Flexible 
The iLOQ S5 solution shares a platform 
and system architecture with our 
iLOQ S50 mobile access management 
solution. This means that you can have a 
key-based solution, mobile solution or a 
hybrid that combines the two.

Scalable 
Our smart and sustainable iLOQ S5 
series is completely scalable according 
to the size and layout of your premises 
today and long into the future. Your 
system can manage up to 2 million keys 
if neccessary.

Modifiable 
The iLOQ S5 solution can be modified 
and customized to meet your specific 
needs, whether you are managing a 
single building or dozens of premises 
spread across a vast area with 
thousands of locked objects.

iLOQ S5
LOCKING SOLUTIONS



iloq S5 product portfolio

iLOQ S5 Online

The iLOQ S5 Online is a single-door or 
multi-door solution. It connects to the 
iLOQ Manager software and allows you to 
change access-rights in real time.

Euro
Battery-free Europrofile lock 
cylinders.

Padlock
Battery-free padlocks with 
NFC reader (available in several 
shackle sizes).

Key
Battery-free NFC key.

Programming Token
Token secures system 
administration for programming 
locks and keys.

Oval
Battery-free ocal standard lock 
cylinders.

RFID Pin Reader
RFID reader is connected to a 
door module with a keypad and 
NFC/BLE reader. RFID reader 
enables opening electronic doors 
and allows users to update 
keys. RFID reader act as a data 
sharing point between software 
and D2D devices.



NO KEYS?
NO

 WORRIES

NO keys
NO key programming
NO battery replacement
NO travel to pick up and deliver keys
NO lock replacement due to lost keys
FAST over-the-air sharing and management of access rights
EASY TO USE all-in-one software for all locks and personnel

iLOQ S50
LOCKING SOLUTIONS



iloq S50 mobile acceSS management

The iLOQ S50 product portfolio 
has been designed to cover all 
the needs of the modern utilities 
industry. The iLOQ S50 covers 
many types of lock cylinders 
that are all manageable under 
one software program. Unlock 
the iLOQ S50 with merely a 
smartphone

 ● A smartphone is the key
 An NFC-enabled smartphone replaces the traditional key and grants access.   
 Connect other smartphones to the iLOQ Key Fob via Bluetooth.

 ● Easy installation 
 Installation and commissioning has been made extremely easy. The iLOQ S50   
 can be installed in place of existing locks with no need for additional modifications  
 or wiring. Designed in accordance with the most common lock standards, both   
 Euro and Oval, the iLOQ S50 is a compact lock cylinder that allows for smooth,   
 hassle-free installation.

 ● Maintenance-free
 Eliminating the need for regular maintenance adds to the ease, reliability and   
 cost-efficiency of the iLOQ S50. There are no batteries to change, no exposed   
 keyways to clean and no lost keys to replace. These features also mean that the   
 locks are guaranteed to work under the most extreme weather conditions.

 ● Over-the-air access sharing
 The iLOQ S50 Mobile App receives access rights instantly and remotely.   
 The App lies dormant in the background not affecting the phone’s battery   
 life.

 ● The keyless smart lock
 Holding a phone up to the lock cylinder harvests the needed power for   
 unlocking from the phone, thus requiring no batteries.

 ● Secure management and easy integration 
 The iLOQ Manager (SaaS) allows for highly secure management of multiple  
 access rights.



iloq S50 product portfolio

iLOQ S50 Mobile App

The iLOQ S50 Mobile App receives access 
rights instantly and remotely. When not in 
use, the App lies dormant in the background 
not affecting the phone’s battery life.
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Oval 
Battery-free oval standard lock 
cylinders.

Euro
Battery-free Europrofile lock 
cylinders.

Key tube
Battery-free key tube cylinders.

iLOQ S50 Mobile App 

The iLOQ S50 Mobile App 
receives access rights instantly 
and remotely. When not in use, 
the App lies dormant in the 
background not affecting the 
phone’s battery life. 

Padlock
Battery-free padlocks with NFC-
reader (available in several shackle 
sizes).

iLOQ Key Fob
The iLOQ Key Fob is an easy 
alternative for users without a 
compatible phone. Access rights 
can be updated through a phone via 
Bluetooth or NFC. The iLOQ Key 
Fob is equipped with a USB 
rechargeable accumulator.

Programming Token
Token secures system 
administration for programming 
locks and keys.

Euro
Battery-free Europrofile lock 
cylinders.

Padlock
Battery-free padlocks with 
NFC reader (available in several 
shackle sizes).

Cam lock
Battery-free cam lock cylinders.

Programming Token
Token secures system 
administration for programming 
locks and keys.

Oval
Battery-free oval standard lock 
cylinders.

iLOQ Key Fob
The iLOQ Key Fob is an easy 
alternative for users without a 
compatible phone. Access rights 
can be updated through a phone 
via Bluetooth or NFC. The iLOQ 
Key Fob is equipped with a USB 
rechargeable accumulator.



digital-locking SolutionS for all your propertieS

Student Housing
 In student housing, residents constantly 
change, and keys are frequently lost. Due to high 
turnover rates and complicated key logistics, the 
management of access rights with traditional 
systems is difficuly and expensive. iLOQ is the 
perfect solution for the challenges faced by student 
housing management and staff.

Offices 
 iLOQ is a locking system based on strong 
digital authentication - a perfect solution for offices 
with a heavy flow of people and multiple layers of 
security. The solution improves the efficiency of 
access control in offices that have previously used 
mechanical-based locking and access control 
systems. Additionally, iLOQ is easily expandable to a 
remotely controlled, lightweight and practical access 
management system capable of handling large 
amounts of access rights under one user-friendly 
platform.

Hospitals
 Hospitals present a particular challenge for 
locking systems as numerous members of staff 
with varying responsibilities are all trying to work 
efficiently in premises that are usually large and 
widespread. The level of security must remain high 
at all times even when staff need to have the right 
of entry into many different areasin the building. 
iLOQ meets the strict requirements of hospitals 
while helping to ensure that everyday operations run 
smoothly.

Schools and public facilities
 In properties that need high levels of 
security, such as schools, museums and other 
public facilities, mechanical locking systems 
must be supplemented with an expensive 
access control system. iLOQ minimizes costs 
more than ever before by providing both digital 
locking and a remotely controlled access 
management system conveiently in one 
package. The solution can easily be expanded 
to cover many different types of entry points 
without heavy modifications to the existing 
infrastructure
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